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This report is part of a larger investigation of the structure of
world trade and payments conducted with the aid of a grant to
the National Bureau from the Ford Foundation. The Founda-
tion, of course, is not to be held responsible for any of the state-

ments made or views expressed.
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Foreword

International trade involves more than the exchange of goods valued
f.o.b. the frontier of the selling country; in the usual case some expense
must be incurred by either the buyer or seller in transporting the goods
over water and occasionally overland through third countries. Sometimes
the importing country calls for the goods; sometimes the seller delivers,
and'sometimes vessels operated by residents of third countries or the rail
facilities of an inland country like Switzerland will be employed in mov-
ing goods between countries. International trade without charges for
movement between frontiers is largely confined to trade between con-
tiguous continental countries in Europe and North America. Even a
good part of the United States—Canadian trade involves carriage over the
Great Lakes, and some trade between contiguous countries on the Conti-
nent moves down the Rhine, coastwise, or along inland waterways.

Where the purchasing country provides the transportation between
frontiers no international transaction arises. The productive activity is
regarded as domestic. However, where the buying country employs the
services of residents either in the supplying country or in third countries
the purchase of services is as much a part of the international division
of labor as the purchase of the goods is. Indeed, some countries specialize
in supplying transportation services to other countries: over half of all
goods and services credits realized by Greece and nearly half earned by
Norway over the five years 1950-1954 were on transportation account.
Panama owes its very existence as an independent state to the favorable
geographic setting which it affords for transportation, and the hopes of
Egypt for betterment have been placed in part upon turning its similar
geographic position to better advantage.

Not only may international transactions be required for the carriage of
goods traded, but shipping companies serving the world's transit routes
also incur a variety of operating expenditures in connection with their
business, only some of which may be made at home. Port charges for
stevedoring, payments for ships' stores, bunkers, wages of seamen, repairs,
and canal fees are important international transactions. Since these are
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Foreword

intimately associated with the movement of goods between countries they,
as well as charges for freight, are considered "transportation" transactions.

The whole set of such transactions has a particular meaning: it makes
up the internationally exchanged receipts and current expenditures of a
single, well-defined, industry—the shipping industry. The services rendered
by and to this industry in world commerce represent the largest of the
services normally distinguished in international payments accounts, and
a larger total of expenditures and receipts than that for any product dis-
tinguished in the Standard International Trade Classification three-digit
groupings. Indeed, at approximately io per cent of world trade over the
five years 1950-1954, transportation transactions represented a contribu-
tion to world trade about as large as the f.o.b. value of all petroleum
moving between countries.

Because of its magnitude and identification with a particular economic
activity, an account of the transportation transactions between world
areas affords a promising unit for special study. Given such an account,
one would have the essential record for describing and analyzing the char..
acter of specialization in supplying the most important of all internation-
ally traded services, for the working out of rivalry in competition between
supplying areas, for exploring the financial consequences of government
policies favoring national shipping industries, and for spelling out the
financial impact of disruptions to world trade like that caused by the
closure of the Suez Canal in 1956-1957. But where is such a record to
be found?

Before we at the National Bureau undertook to compile a record of
transactions of different types between world areas, no one had published
an account of the transactions between world areas on account of trans-
portation—and for good reason! Such an account cannot be put together
by a simple compilation of entries in the published payments accounts
of all countries of the world. A compilation, involving the conversion of
values from currency units employed in country accounts to a common
numeraire, is a sizable task for any one year. But intricate accounting
problems, related to the ways in which countries account for their mer-
chandise transactions and offshore activities, must be resolved. Such im-
portant sections of the world's transportation account as British tanker
transactions, transactions of the fleets of Panama, Honduras, and Liberia
(PHL), and the Greek fleet are not reported in official accounts; bunkers
and port receipts are not always reported; and transactions are not always
allocated by partner area. Moreover, most countries of the world maintain
trade records with merchandise imports valued c.i.f. and do not distin-
guish payments for freight.

A reporting country that is small and underdeveloped and lacks the
xiv



Foreword

means of carrying its own goods may find it convenient to draw up its
payments accounts with the cost of insurance and freight included as part
of merchandise value. No domestic transactions will be included in its
record of payments if it carries none of the imported goods, and. only a
small overstatement of international transactions will usually be involved
if it carries some. To maintain balance in its accounts in the latter case,
the practice of such countries is to count payments to domestic carriers
also as receipts in the shipping account. While payments accounts thus
compiled serve a useful purpose in analyzing the international financial
position of individual countries, they violate the cardinal principle to be
respected in constructing two-valued matrixes of transactions of any given
type between world areas, namely: all transactions of the given type should
be shown in the same category by all countries and both the debiting and
crediting countries should enter a given transaction in the same

With Walther P. Michael's assistance, in 1954 I undertook a prelimi-
nary reconnaissance of the transportation transactions carried in official
payments accounts. The resulting "Trial Run Matrix of Transportation
Transactions between World Areas in 1951" (NBER, 1954, mimeograph)
led to the conclusion that more careful study should be given to trans-
portation. As Americans were poorly versed in European shipping prac-
tices, we looked abroad for expertise and found it at the Netherlands
Central Planning Bureau. Herman F. Karreman was invited to undertake
a special study of the world's transportation transactions as part of the
more comprehensive study of the structure of world trade and payments
being carried on at the National Bureau with aid from the Ford Founda-
tion. This technical paper is the result of that special study.

In setting out on a study of the structure of world trade and payments
we have sought to realize statistical, descriptive, and analytical objectives.
The statistical objectives were to explore the problems of preparing, with
the resources available, the best possible record of international trans.
actions of different types between world areas, to assess the limitations of
the data for different purposes, and to prescribe ways to improve the
record. The descriptive objectives were to examine the record thus pre-
pared and to observe the economic relationships. The analytical objec-
tives were to employ the record to develop a greater insight into the
behavior of the world economy in the past and its likely performance in
the future.

Our study of transportation transactions has contributed mainly to
realizing objectives of the first two kinds. We have, from Karreman's
work reported on in this paper, a full delineation of the problems of
setting down a record of transportation transactions between world areas,
a contribution of new estimates which notably improve the record, and
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Foreword

an indication of ways in which the major remaining deficiencies in the
estimation of gross freights might be reduced.

In my further study of transportation transactions employing Karre-
man's results and also later estimates for the period 1950-1954 (an analysis
to be incorporated in the report on the whole study), we have an indi-
cation of the limitations of the data for descriptive purposes. Despite the
remaining deficiencies in accounting, I find the record usable for some
descriptive purposes.

One can gain from the record a considerable insight into the main
features of trading in transportation services by world areas and between
areas. The broad structure of gross trade in transport services is revealed
by the accounts—the concentration of supply, the orientation of particu-
lar areas toward certain centers, the comparatively weak position of the
United States as a supplier, and the comparative unimportance of most
trades between peripheral areas.

We can observe, although imperfectly because of the shortness of the
time series, the broad trend of developments over a period of years in the
trade in transportation services, reflecting as they do the growth of fleets
under different flags. Continental OEEC and PHL fleets show a marked
growth, which can be observed in the four years covered by Karreman's
study and which continued on into '954. The growth is reflected in the
gain in net transportation trading by the Continent over the years 1950-
1954 with all areas and with most partner areas, but particularly with
the U.S. The Continent's gain tended to be at the expense of the U.S.

A marked cyclical swing in trade in transportation is apparent in the
series I have studied for the five years 1950-1954. The swing for all trans-
portation transactions was more marked than the similar swing in goods
trade, and one can observe, particularly for the larger interarea trades,
how the general swing in transportation transactions affected particular
interarea relationships. The U.S. gained initially from nearly all areas in
1951, the European centers tended to gain from peripheral areas, and
the Continent gained from the U.K. The direction of year-to-year change
in interarea gross and net trades of transportation are imperfectly re
corded by both sides but, with the bias in reporting systematic, the general
character of the changes can be observed.

These broad features can be measured to within fairly narrow limits,
but not so narrow as for merchandise. The data show a general tendency
for transportation payments to be consistently reported in excess of
credits acknowledged, a feature seemingly related cyclically to the swing
in world confidence associated with the Korean war. There is the sug-
gestion in the figures that the transportation account, particularly of the
Continental OEEC countries, provided a major source of leakage in for.
eign exchange during the early 1950'S. An audit of freight payments along
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the lines Karreman proposes would help establish whether the fault lies
with the process of statistical estimation or with the records of exchange
controls on the Continent.

It is my observation that errors in the accounts, while sizable, do not
render them unusable for describing and measuring the order of magni-
tude of movements, from year to year and over the five years, in net
transportation balances and net transportation balances between areas
where the balance is large. Paired records of year-to-year change and
change over the five years do not agree so well on the magnitude of
change in balance as on the direction of change. But paired records do
usually agree on the direction and roughly on the magnitude of the
annual balance between areas. The pattern of net balances between world
areas has persisted from year to year with little change. The most marked
development over the five years has been the growth of the Continental
fleet and the improvement of its trading position particularly with the U.S.

These features of the trade in transportation in the years 1950-1954 are
not vitiated by the record which must be recognized as being subject to
considerable over-all error even after the extensive adjustments made by
Karreman. At the same time the two-valued matrix provides a basis for
observing at which points the record appears to be particularly deficient.
Those using the record in analysis have some indication of the extent of
its deficiencies and some indication from Karreman's work as to how
some remaining deficiencies might be corrected (see especially Sections
and 6).

Whether it is worthwhile for others to undertake the further task of
improving the record would depend, of course, upon the analytic uses to
which it was to be put. As noted above, our interest has been to develop
a serviceable set of accounts for different types of transactions with a view
to observing the nature and changing character of specialization in trade
between world areas. We have sought with limited resources to develop
the best possible record to serve that purpose, and for that purpose, as
we have noted, the imperfect record can be used. It can also be useful to
obtain indications of the financial consequences of such a disruption to
world trade as occurred with the closing of the Suez Canal in 1956-1957.
From the pattern of net trade in transportation it seems clear that the
burden of higher cost transportation was borne by the peripheral areas
that were compelled to pay higher freight costs while, ironically, the North
Atlantic centers supplying shipping tended to gain. This much can be
inferred from the 1950-1954 record and even more could undoubtedly be
said from similar accounts for later years if they were available. A precise
measure of the costs and gains from the Suez crisis might be dependent
upon a further improvement in the accounts.

HERBERT B. WOOLLEY
June 1960
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